
book the best music and special acts 
at  Beste Bands
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THE best Bands, acts AND dj’s

With great pleasure we introduce Beste 
Bands to Adam Events. In this brochure we 
present the acts that we believe fit well in 
the Adam Tower. In addition, we like to use 
our extensive network to always offer the 
best suitable act outside our range. Feel 

free to call us with a request, so that we 
can make a suitable proposal for an event 
in the Adam Tower.
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“THIS YOUNG MEN KNOW HOW TO 
SET THE RIGHT ATMOSPHERE!”
The Royals

The Royals know better than any other band how to feel the 
audience. With their infectious enthusiasm for a party and their 
sense of what a party needs, this band is an absolute must-
have for your event.

https://bestebands.nl/en/performer/the-royals/
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PIANOSHOWS
Beste bands is, as the name suggests, 
specialized in bands, but now also in piano 
shows. Top shelf interactive entertainment.

The Great Pianos has two incredible singing 
pianists, a guitar palyer and drums. Expect 
lightning-fast fingers, intense rhythms and 
four hours of pure entertainment leading up 
to a magnificent climax and an undeniably 
rewarding spectacle that audiences love to 
listen and watch. You ask they play thats the 
deal!

Booming Pianos has been leading for over ten 
years and has grown into the most successful 
and booked piano show in the Netherlands. 
Booming Pianos continues to amaze audiences 
after more than 1,250 performances. Booming 
Pianos distinguishes itself by its interactive 
character and the talented permanent line-up 
of artists, but also by the use of state-of-the-
art light and sound, a beautiful decor and a 
skilled technical crew.

booming pianoshow

The concept ‘Live On Tour’ is now growing into 
a phenomenon in the Netherlands. There is 
no set list. What you do get are four fantastic 
experienced musicians who play together with 
the audience, not for the audience. Request 
your guilty pleasure and the band will play 
it! Live On Tour can be used anywhere. At a 
festival, in a party tent, at a company party, 
during an event, whereever you want to have 
the party started.

live on tourGreat pianos

click here for all partybands 

https://bestebands.nl/performer/great-pianos/
https://bestebands.nl/performer/booming-pianos/
https://bestebands.nl/performer/live-on-tour/
https://bestebands.nl/en/act-type/coverband-en/
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party
Its all in the name Beste Bands is specialised in 
bands. That is our passion!  For this selection of 
bands we do all bookings exclusivily.

Proud of your guilty pleasures? Do you fully 
accept the most overplayed and obnoxious 
tracks in your life? Then GP de Luxe is THE 
band for you. The Guilty Pleasures perform an 
entire show of classic ‘guilty-pleasure’ themed 
tracks from the nineties. Enough of singing 
these hits exclusively in the shower! It’s time to 
let all shame go and dance and sing out loud!

Interactive and constantly taking requests, 
that is ‘Mike’s Pianoshow’s edge. No band 
quite places the crowd at the centre of the 
attention like this band : You ask, we play! 
Mike is a master piano played that can pump 
out any track thrown at him. The three band 
members are constantly taking on new music 
so they can play any song requested from 
them. In addition, they know exactly what any 
party needs!

Mike’s Pianoshow velvet radioGP de luxe

Imagine yourself in the 50s. In style, Velvet 
Radio brings the best hits of the present, in a 
way of the past.
The musicians come from various 
conservatories in the Netherlands, and their 
fresh look at the vintage influences of the 
40s and 50s provide the perfect combination 
of modern music with the elegance of those 
days.

click here for all partybands 

https://bestebands.nl/performer/mikes-pianoshow/
https://bestebands.nl/en/performer/gp-de-luxe/
https://bestebands.nl/en/performer/velvet-radio/
https://bestebands.nl/en/performer/mikes-pianoshow/
https://bestebands.nl/en/act-type/coverband-en/
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TIP: Did you know that you can also expand 
all our bands with extra musicians? With a 
horn section, extra percussion or background 
singers, the audience will be blown away by a 
stunning XL party band!   

Young, energetic and unique! Magic Inc. is a 
cover band that takes you on a musical journey 
in time. Hits from the sixties to the well-known 
songs from todays charts, modern pop music 
with the classics that everyone knows. A fresh 
and exciting repertoire. These four gentlemen 
and lady are young but very talented and 
experienced, they come directly from the 
Conservatory. And if you invite them, than you 
can be sure the evening will be great. With 
their musical skills and sense of show they 
know how to connect with your guests and get 
the party started!

MAGIC INC the karaokecats

This is the best Live Karaoke band of The 
Netherlands: The KaraokeCats. Choose your 
favorite songs and sing along with fantastic 
musicians. It really doesn’t matter whether you 
can sing or not. Participating is more important 
than winning. Their repertoire covers some 
200 songs. Super fun for a company party, 
festival or in a pub.

The 45 is a professional live band from the 
Netherlands, ready to bring the funk to your 
event. The band is no stranger to some of 
Holland’s bigger festivals.  You might also have 
seen them at one of the Ziggo Dome lounges, 
where they are residents. Their experience 
and passion for music are guaranteed to bring 
your event to the next level.

With a refreshing mix of contemporary hits and 
gems from the golden age of soul and funk, 
they are completely themselves. However, no 
matter what style or era they are playing, The 
45 deliver their material with energy and an 
obsession for groovy, raw beats that are sure 
to bring the audience to the dance floor.

  the 45

click here for all partybands 

https://bestebands.nl/performer/magic-inc/
https://bestebands.nl/en/performer/the-45/
https://bestebands.nl/en/act-type/coverband-en/
https://bestebands.nl/en/performer/magic-inc/
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“A COMPLETE MUSIC STORY, 
 TOLD BY 5 topmuSICIAN.”
TWQ

TWQ surprises the audience with an atmospheric mix of well-known songs with American, 
Western European and African influences. Although TWQ is known as a jazz band, all band 
members master multiple music styles, such as Funk, R&B, Hip-Hop, Bebop, Swing, Soul & 
Latin. TWQ can be booked as a party band, but also for background music!

https://bestebands.nl/performer/twq/
https://bestebands.nl/en/performer/twq/
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reception and dinner
In addition to party bands, we offer numerous 
bands that are ideal for a reception or dinner.

Radio Acoustic has been a unique, refreshing 
cover band since 2005 playing the music a 
little different. Radio Acoustic is basically a 
band between an acoustic duo and a large 
party band. Acoustic instruments (such as 
double bass) are played and everyone sings. 
The band can be booked for almost every 
occasion. Great songs are played, which you 
will not often hear with other cover bands, 
from up-tempo fun to nice background music.

radio acoustic

Soulful, poppy, funky and jazzy, that’s Casual 
Casino. These gentlemen have been playing 
together for a long time and you will notice that 
right away. They come from different musical 
background: pop, jazz and soul. With Casual 
Casino you can easily keep on talking, without 
your conversation being drowned out by loud 
music. If you still feel like dancing later in the 
evening, that is also possible! This band easily 
spice up the night with more danceble music.

casual casino

click hERE for all backgroundmusic

Duo Rooks is an initiative of the singer-
songwriter Don Rooks. He plays top 2000 
repertoire with guitarist Thom Schotel, with 
a love for the Dutch music as a base. The 
influences of his Dutch heroes such as Bløf, 
de Dijk and Acda en de Munnik can clearly be 
heard at Duo Rooks. With their Brabant roots, 
every evening guarantees an evening full of 
fun.

duo rooks

https://bestebands.nl/performer/casual-casino/
https://bestebands.nl/performer/radio-acoustic/
https://bestebands.nl/?s=&post_type=performer&min_value=0&max_value=3500&occasion%5B%5D=receptie-diner&act_type%5B%5D=bands
https://bestebands.nl/act-type/duo-trio/
https://bestebands.nl/en/performer/rooks/
https://bestebands.nl/en/performer/radio-acoustic/
https://bestebands.nl/en/performer/casual-casino/
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These two great musicians have been playing 
together in other bands for quite some time. 
Now they join forces in the soulful Duo Two. 
Singer Lindsey Carli and keyboardist Erik 
Smans bring the songs they like best and you 
can see that on stage. They play songs from 
artists such as Michael Jackson, Madonna, 
John Mayer and many more! Lindsey’s warm 
voice is framed by Erik’s piano sound! Very nice 
music for a reception, dinner or other event.

Duo Two

The excellent acoustic duo Humming Chiefs 
consists of Lisa Kézér and Jaap Berends 
The story of Jaap and Lisa is one of years of 
friendship and joint performances. Musically it 
clicks like no other! Because they have been 
making music together for years, they know 
how to smoothly lift every song to a higher 
level. Fun is key and they know what to do with 
requests!

Humming chiefs

Perfect for more intimate parties, the name 
says it all: Sunday Serenade. Very sultry, this is 
the relaxed music you need during your drink 
or reception. Acoustically and without fuss, 
Sunday Serenade plays the indispensable 
classics and the best hits of today - all with 
their own twist. The lady and gentleman have 
been playing together for a long time, and it 
shows: with their refreshing flexibility and their 
high dose of fun, they know exactly how to hit 
the right chord everywhere.

Sunday serenade

reception and dinner click hERE for all backgroundmusic

https://bestebands.nl/performer/two/
https://bestebands.nl/performer/sunday-serenade/
https://bestebands.nl/performer/humming-chiefs/
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With only guitar, vocals, cajon and a lot of enthusiasm, the three 
members of Trio Tes play all the classics and contemporary hits that 
you don’t want to miss at your event. From Nina Simone, Stevie Wonder 
and Aretha Franklin to Coldplay, Adele and Bruno Mars: everything is 
played with the same skills and enthusiasm for a big audience. With 
her unique voice, the singer makes all songs her own.

Trio Tes

These two fantastic singers/guitarplayers of Steel String Revival will,  
provide an unforgettable evening. These two gentlemen seem to 
be walking straight out of the sixties or seventies. With their musical 
talent, their charm and humor, the two well-dressed men know how to 
set the right ambience on every occasions. Nice songs with acoustic 
guitars to dream away, sing along or even have a little dance!

Steel STRING Revival

reception and dinner click hERE for all backgroundmusic

https://bestebands.nl/performer/trio-tes/
https://bestebands.nl/performer/steel-string-revival/
https://bestebands.nl/?s=&post_type=performer&min_value=0&max_value=3500&occasion%5B%5D=receptie-diner&act_type%5B%5D=bands
https://bestebands.nl/act-type/duo-trio/
https://bestebands.nl/en/performer/steel-string-revival/
https://bestebands.nl/en/performer/trio-tes/
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Haight & Ashbury are two gentlemen who,, 
apart from the strict necessity to go through 
life impeccably dressed, refuse to think 
in absolute terms. Whether it’s about the 
global issues or their choice of repertoire; 
nuance is the keyword. A little bit of this (say, 
Whitney Houston), a pinch of that (take Justin 
Timberlake), and a bit of whatever (say, Paul 
Simon), and no one will know what a cubicle 
is anymore.

The Swingers are three experienced musicians 
who not only look good, but they also play 
fantastic. The Swingers, who are well dressed, 
can perform both amplified and acoustic. This 
combined with their handsome, intelligent and 
charming appearance makes them admired 
by music lovers of all ages. The guests will 
certainly praise you for your good taste in 
entertainment!

haight & ashbury de swingers

reception and dinner click hERE for all backgroundmusic

he Vinyl Sons consists of three experienced 
musicians with a love for their fathers’ record 
cabinets. Their three-part versions of hits from 
the top 2000 are a guarantee for a pleasant 
evening full of sing-alongs. The three men 
know each other from their studies at the 
conservatory, and yet manage to create the 
sound of a full (acoustic) band in their small 
line-up.

the vinyl sons

https://bestebands.nl/?s=&post_type=performer&min_value=0&max_value=3500&occasion%5B%5D=receptie-diner&act_type%5B%5D=bands
https://bestebands.nl/act-type/duo-trio/
https://bestebands.nl/en/performer/haight-ashbury/
https://bestebands.nl/en/performer/de-swingers/
https://bestebands.nl/performer/the-vinyl-sons/
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“the masters of improvisations,
  energetic rhythms, purest jazz.”
Swinggg

Fresh and jazzy are the words that describe Swinggg. This trio creates the perfect 
atmosphere at any occasion with their piano, double bass and drums. Their repertoire 
consists of the well-known jazz and Latin music. With their unique swinging grooves, 
these gentlemen will certainly remain in the musical memory of the guests!

https://bestebands.nl/performer/swinggg/
https://bestebands.nl/en/performer/swinggg/
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The Big Four is an all-round top DJ in 
combination with an energetic live vocalist, 
assisted by a swinging percussionist and 
groovy saxophonist. In fact 4 big artists at your 
party! 
If you want to dance until you drop, book The 
Big Four. Be surprised by the fresh vocals of 
the MC, the rhythmic rolls of the percussionist 
and the sexy sax solos of the top saxophonist.

THE Big Four

DJ’S
In addition to live music, we offer a large 
number of DJs. Our DJs are suitable for both 
a chill lounge and a great party night. Besides 
that we offer great DJ concepts, where a DJ is 
joined by musicians.

CLICK herE FOR all dj’s AND conceptS

If you are looking for a great all-round DJ, ask 
DJ Miss Brown! With her beautiful appearance, 
very good knowledge of music and feeling the 
audience, she is the best choice to take your 
party to ‘the next level’! 
She regularly performs on stage together with 
live musicians such as a singer, percussionist, 
saxophonist and/or trumpeter. She also 
regularly completes her shows with the visuals 
of a cool VJ on a big screen.

His specialty? Play the right song at the 
right time! Mr. Smit has a very broad musical 
knowledge and experience. It ranges from 
corporate events, weddings, fashion shows, 
clubs to (sports) events with 20,000 people. 
He easily switches styles and adapts to the 
atmosphere. Like our other DJs, Mr. Smit 
can also be booked in combination with a 
saxophonist, percussionist, MC and other 
musicians.

DJ MR SMIT dJ MISS BROWN

https://bestebands.nl/performer/the-big-four/
https://bestebands.nl/performer/dj-mr-smit/
https://bestebands.nl/act-type/djs/
https://bestebands.nl/performer/dj-miss-brown/
https://bestebands.nl/en/performer/dj-mr-smit-demo/
https://bestebands.nl/en/performer/dj-miss-brown/
https://bestebands.nl/en/performer/the-big-four/
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DJ/producer Charlie Ray is a talent to keep your 
eyes on. With his addiction to music, he has 
already evolved into a stable DJ act, performing 
all over the world. He was headlining some 
major event in his relatively young career. Not 
only did he get the great early support from 
established DJ’s like Hardwell, David Guetta, 
Tiesto, Armin van Buuren, Martin Garrix and 
many others, but he also got a lot of interest 
from major influential labels.

dj charlie ray

DJ’S

She is the first professional female trance DJ 
from Syria and has lived in the Middle East 
and the Gulf. Odette listened to classics like 
Michael Jackson and Mariah Carey at a young 
age. She later developed an interest in rock 
and metal music and was inspired by ‘Within 
Temptation’ and ‘H.I.M’. Towards the end of the 
90s, she gradually began to listen to techno 
and dance music. Later she found her passion 
in trance and house music

Spinning vinyl is in his blood. That virus got 
into Meneer Heerens through his grandfather 
and father. During a Serious Request session 
in Haarlem he made his first recording hours 
on vinyl and that’s how the it all began.
He now regularly plays on the main stage of 
Haarlem Jazz, is a resident of the Louisiana 
Lobstershack in Haarlem and Radioncafé in 
Amsterdam and is a welcome guest at various 
festivals.

DJ Meneer heerens dJ odette

CLICK herE FOR all dj’s AND conceptS

https://bestebands.nl/act-type/djs/
https://bestebands.nl/en/performer/dj-meneer-heerens/
https://bestebands.nl/en/performer/dj-odette/
https://bestebands.nl/en/performer/dj-charlie-ray/
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“have a VJ visualize the 
music of the DJ or band!”

VJ Flirt is a very spontaneous and creative VJ and that shows in her 
work. She animates in 2 and 3 dimensions, mixes video clips and 
enrich the atmosphere with her popping colors. You will find her at 
electro, dance, techno and other parties, but she also loves other 
styles!

http://www.bestebands.nl
http://www.bestebands.nl
https://bestebands.nl/en/performer/vj-flirt/
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“the eye-catchers 
for every event”

The audience is captivated by the spectacular 
art of walking on high stilts. Fantastic creations 
steal the attention, as if they come from another 
world..

https://bestebands.nl/en/performer/walk-on-stilts/
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special acts
Beste Bands also provides other entertain-
ment. On the following pages you will find a 
selection of our special acts for a fantastic 
party!

aerial act casino

The Aerial Act is a breathtaking act in which 
dance and aerial acrobatics are combined. 
Its very graceful, artistic and powerfull. A 5 
minutes act will leave people breathless. 

TIP: The Aerial Act can also be performed as a 
duo act and consist of tissue, hoop and straps.

Get the Casino at your event or party! A game 
of Black Jack, Poker or Roulette is exciting and 
most of all fun! We provide a cozy atmosphere 
in combination with chic dressed croupiers 
and beautiful gaming tables. In this way, your 
guests will have the impression that they are in 
a real casino.
Experience together with colleagues how you 
can lose everything or become very rich. For 
inexperienced players this is the ideal way to 
get acquainted with the casino games.

Karikaturist

With a spontaneous approach and a friendly 
appearance, the caricaturist creates a smile 
on everybodies face with her work. 
Not only do the guests get a special lasting 
memory of the party, but it is also a pleasure 
for the spectator to watch on a big screen or 
online event. Perfect for kids and people with 
a sense of humor!

digital CARTOONING

https://bestebands.nl/en/performer/karikaturist/
https://bestebands.nl/en/performer/tissue-act/
https://bestebands.nl/en/act-type/casino-en/
https://bestebands.nl/en/act-type/side-acts-en/
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Table Magic, also called close-up magic, is 
currently one of the most booked forms of 
magical entertainment. Interaction with your 
guests creates the necessary hilarity. The 
magician knows how to surprise the guests by 
a well build up repertoire of tricks.
In addition to Table Magic, you can also 
book stage magic at Beste Bands, such as a 
spectacular opening act or playful show.

magician

All the beautiful moments need to be captured, 
right? What better way to do this with a photo 
booth, selfie mirror or photobox! In a photo 
booth, people experience privacy, allowing 
them to be whom they want to be with the 
craziest faces!

TIP: no room for a complete photo booth? Book 
a photobox with us that you can put anywhere 
with a separate back wall!

special acts

Pop Pub quiz live

A pub quiz is a quiz normally held in a pub 
or cafe. But ofcourse its also possible at your 
event! Now we introduce a pub quiz with live 
band.
The candidates answer questions as a team 
that are asked by a quizmaster. The quiz 
consists of several rounds in which the 3 
musicians play a very prominent role.

Photobooth

TIP: entertainment doesn’t always have to 
take place on a stage. Have a fun side act walk 
through the audience or in a separate room 
and entertain the guests in an even more 
personal way.

photo entertainment

https://bestebands.nl/en/performer/fotohokje/
https://bestebands.nl/en/performer/robin-matrix/
https://bestebands.nl/en/performer/pop-pub-quiz-live/
https://bestebands.nl/en/act-type/side-acts-en/
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Do you have any questions? We 
are happy to talk with you! You 
can easily reach us by phone and 
e-mail or you are of course always 
welcome to visit us in the A’DAM 
Toren.

  Overhoeksplein 23G
  1013 KS, Amsterdam
  info@bestebands.nl
  +31 (0)20 2440069
  www.bestebands.nl

Contact

Erwin van den Boer
Chef Enterainment

Koen Brouwer
Creative

Quinten Huigen
Creative

mailto:info%40bestebands.nl?subject=
tel:+31202440069
http://www.bestebands.nl
https://www.linkedin.com/in/erwin-van-den-boer-6938415/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/koen-brouwer-64022648/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/quintenhuigen/
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